Brain stimulation reward performance and sucrose maintained behaviors in alcohol-preferring and -nonpreferring rats.
The relation between ethanol (EtOH) preference and sensitivity to brain stimulation reward (BSR) was examined under multiples schedules of reinforcement in the current study. For comparison, the study also examined the relation between EtOH preference and motivation for a sweet, palatable sucrose solution under similar schedules of reinforcement. To investigate sensitivity to BSR performance, alcohol-preferring and -nonpreferring rats were tested using the curve-shift (rate-frequency) paradigm under several intensity levels during a 20-min session. Animals were first trained under an optimal current intensity, which produced maximal responding (i.e., 100%) across a series of descending frequencies (i.e., 300-20 Hz). BSR was then evaluated at 100%, 75%, and 50% of the optimal current. The sensitivity of the curve-shift method was further evaluated under the animal's optimal current using the FR1, FR6, and FR12 schedules. To examine responding for the sucrose solution, a separate group of alcohol-preferring and -nonpreferring rats was initially stabilized on an FR1 schedule and then subsequently on FR6 and FR12 schedules. The results demonstrated that reducing the reinforcing efficacy of BSR via reduction in current intensity/reinforcement schedule produced marked orderly rightward shifts in the rate-frequency curves relating responding to stimulation frequency in both rat lines. However, no differences were found between the lines with either manipulation. Specifically, both lines demonstrated orderly reductions in response rate and increases in BSR threshold parameters (i.e., half maximal frequency/responding, minimum and maximum frequencies). In contrast to BSR, genetic selection for EtOH preference was highly associated with responding for the sweet, palatable sucrose solution. The association was even more salient as the reinforcement schedule increased (i.e., reward cost). The results demonstrate that responding for BSR is not associated with EtOH preference, insofar as alcohol-preferring and -nonpreferring rats respond similarly under an array of reinforcement schedules and current intensities. In contrast, genetic selection for EtOH preference is highly associated with responding for a palatable sucrose reward, and the relation increases as the reward cost for the sucrose increases. These findings suggest that similar/overlapping mechanisms of action regulate the reinforcing properties of EtOH and sucrose but that overlapping yet distinct neuronal mechanism may modulate the reward characteristics of BSR and EtOH preference.